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INTRODUCTION 
 

Welcome. The gift of inner vision. Different view of the world. Life changing perspective. Responsibilities. Need 
for a spiritual focus. Polarity structure of this dimension and numbers. Divine design of our lives and its absolute 

perfection. Honoring of God, our Creator, etc. The prison. The goal: Just live in the creation and get out of it 

(Charan Singh) 

 

What is Numerology? 

 
Life is ‘alive,’ life is energy, life is vibration. Numbers are nothing more than cosmic ciphers defining the 
vibrations, the energies of our lives and destinies. In fact, our entire lives are a tapestry of interwoven vibratory 

fields. 

 
Numerology is the ancient art and science of numbers wherein numbers and their corresponding letter values 

establish vibrational patterns determining our lives and destinies. It is a divine cosmic-cipher system through which 

God establishes a blueprint for each of us, defining who we are, where we will be going, what we will be learning 

and experiencing in this incarnation.  
 

This blueprint establishing our destiny is set forth in our full birth name and birth date. God did not drop us here 

without a plan, and that plan, as fantastic and extraordinary as it may seem, is contained within our birth name and 
date, a divinely crafted framework allowing us to see beyond the veil of the external world and into the cosmic 

superstructure of our lives.  

 

Origins 
 
The origins of numerology in the modern world stem from Pythagoras, a philosopher and mathematician born in 

Samos, Greece. He settled at Crotona, S. Italy (c.530 BC) where he founded a moral and religious school. 
Pythagoras is associated with discoveries involving the chief musical intervals, the relations of numbers and with 

more fundamental beliefs regarding the representation of the world of nature through numbers.  His teaching also 

included the doctrine of the transmigration of souls between successive bodies.  Furthermore, Pythagorean thought 
exerted considerable influence on Plato's doctrines (reference: www.atomica.com). 

 
Pythagoras, generally regarded as the Father of Numerology, was obviously a spiritually focused soul.  With his 

emphasis on moral and religious teachings, transmigration of the soul and his astute understanding of the 
interrelationship between nature and numbers, it would be hard to argue otherwise.  Thus, it is also safe to give him 

the title of the first ‘spiritual numerologist.’ 

 
 

What is the Purpose of Numerology? 

 
1.  One of the major purposes of numerology is to assist us in gaining a deeper understanding of ourselves in 

relation to our life's Divine Design. With such an understanding there is the hope that we can live life more 

efficiently, adjust to its ever-flowing tides more smoothly, move with a more direct purpose, exude more 

confidence, and express greater balance, awareness, harmony, peace and understanding as we experience our 
special ‘walk through this incarnation.’ 
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2.  Numerology can also assist us in understanding others and our relationships with them, whether those ‘others’ 

are people, pets, other living beings, circumstances, conditions, events and even things. When we understand why 

we are the way we are and they are the way they are, we have more tools at our disposal for creating harmony in 
our relationship with them. 

 

“In fact, we do not see things as they are, we see things the way we are.”(Charan Singh, A Legacy of Love).  As we 

gain more knowledge concerning the layers of vibration encircling us, we will come to know this truth. 
 

3.  Numerology can also help us in raising our children by gaining a deep insight into their lives, destinies, assets, 

abilities, liabilities, challenges, strengths and weaknesses. 
 

4.  Numerology can prepare us for the future by giving us the vision of oncoming tides in our life, be they warm 

and cozy or cold and harsh. In this way we are spared the hardship of being blind-sided and thrown off balance. We 
cannot change the events of our destiny, but we can change the way in which we react to them. By having a 

foreknowing of oncoming energy fields, we can certainly be prepared. To be forewarned is to be forearmed. 

  

 
NUMBERS 

 
Polarity charges: interpolarity and intrapolarity: Odd numbers maintain a positive charge; even numbers, a negative 
charge. 

 

Binary roots: all single numbers maintain 10 binary roots (refer to Keyword Chart) 

 

 

Notes 
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EXPANDED KEYWORDS/KEY PHRASE CHART 
 

Note 1: every number maintains a positive and negative side (polarity), just as every coin has two sides.  
Furthermore,  we cannot hold a coin without holding both sides simultaneously.  The same is true for numbers, and 

our lives reflect both the positive and negative aspects of each vibration to some degree.  In other words, no number 

is perfect, no chart is perfect, no human being is perfect.  We all have assets and liabilities, good karmas and bad 

karmas. 
Note 2: every single number has ten binary or two-digit numbers attached to it and which, when added together 

reduce to form that specific single number. We will discuss these more fully in the chapter on double numbers. 

They are listed here for reference. 
Note 3: it would be impossible to list every word in the English language which is attached to each of the nine basic 

numbers. After all, there are only nine basic numbers and hundreds of thousands of words. Therefore, a complete 

keyword list would be impossible to generate. Below, however, are more words and phrases than simply those used 
in the basic keyword chart. 
 

 

 

ONE - 1 
(Fire) (Symbols:  Sun - Staff) 

10 19 28 37 46 55 64 73 82 91 
 

 The Primal Force, first cause, yang, fire, man, male, masculine, father, self, identity, ego, individual, boss, leader, 

director, creator, initiator, authority figure, pioneer, star, independence, self-sufficiency, activates, initiates, creates, 

dominates, leads, attains, driving, strong, courageous, powerful, dynamic, decisive, unbending, steadfast, dominant, 
linear, single-minded, unique, original, starts, new beginnings, creation, genesis, assertive, aggressive, overbearing, 

self-indulgent, ego-maniacal, selfish, self-obsessed, tom-boy, rational, reasonable, logical, unemotional, radiating, 

initiating, purpose, direction. TIME FRAME: a time of initiation, initiating, action, seed planting, new beginnings, 
starts, a period of the self and its attainments; being accountable and responsible; being the leader or bread-winner; 

issues of identity, self-worth, males and all things Yang; moving ahead; getting new direction; planting flags; solo 

excursions; tests of courage and standing alone against all people and all odds. 
 

TWO - 2 
(Water) (Symbols: Moon - Scales - Twin Towers) 

11 20 29 38 47 56 65 74 83 92 

 
Yin, water, woman, female, feminine, mother, others, relationships, support, helper, assistant, assistance, follower, 

dependent, diplomatic, cooperative, considerate, passive, patient, non-obtrusive, intuitive, receptive, responsive, 

agreeable, amenable, affable, kind, warm, devoted, sweet, gentle-hearted, peacemaking, harmonizing, equalizing, 
submissive, rhythmic, equalizing, equilibrium, competition, rivalry, contention, duality, duplicity, deceit, 

indecisive, intuitive, behind the scenes, bending, yielding, non-assertive, together, taking sides, opposition, 

vacillation, irrational, illogical, unreasonable, emotional, reflecting (as in the Moon reflecting light, water reflecting 
an image) and absorbing (vs. radiating of the 1), acquiescing. TIME FRAME: a period of others, serving them, 

being helpful and supportive; being the helper, partner, team player, opponent, adversary, inhibitor, diplomat, 

judge, arbitrator, go-between; lessons of tolerance and intolerance; a time of all things Yin; period of competition, 
stress, adversarial conditions, tensions, tug-o-wars; learning to get along; being balanced; finding the middle path; 

being deceptive or dealing with deception and/or the interference or inhibition of others and either their helpfulness 

or hindering. This will be a time of high energy and friction. 
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THREE - 3 
(Air) (Symbols: Triangle - Trident ) 

12 21 30 39 48 57 66 75 84 93 

 
Trinity, triads, air, the triangle (Ancient symbol of Perfection), The Golden Mean of Aristotle, Yin and Yang in 

perfect balance (the symbol of the Tao), art, artistry, artistic, words, communication, expression, personal 

integration, fulfillment, complete approach to health, happiness, wholeness, holiness, holistic, well-being, marriage, 
joy, enjoyment, pleasure, parties, friends, good times, talkative, verbal, gregarious, approachable, gossip, social, 

out-going, fun-loving, entertaining,  light-hearted, vibrant, alive, creative, imaginative, happy, optimistic, cheerful, 

charming, health, beauty, vanity, writing, acting, performing, glamorous, ease, disease, dis-ease, hostility, 

poisonous words, harsh, critical, stern, harsh, vain, egotistical; often found in charts of politicians (Ghandi, 
Clintons); TIME FRAME: a time of self-expression and fulfillment, being creative, using words, being involved 

with health, beauty, disease, dis-ease, acting, writing, painting, modeling, sculpting; a time of children and seeking 

perfection and balance; a time of happiness (if positively aspected) and unhappiness and harshness (if negatively 
aspected); can give a sense of entitlement or ease of life coming toward the self; issues of purity, holiness, 

unholiness, pure pleasure or debauchery, harshness, and communication which is either uplifting or destructive. It is 

a time of integration and self-realization, a time where the goodness or meanness of life will reveal itself; a time of 
happiness and/or sadness; pleasure and/or pain. 
 

FOUR - 4 
(Earth) (Symbols: Square - Roots - Anchors - Chains) 

13 22 31 40 49 58 67 76 85 94 

 
Earth, order, structure, framework, form, foundation, boundaries, rules, regulations, guidelines, routine, status quo, 

concrete, confines, confinements, proprieties, mechanics, work, service, servant, matter, materialism, security, 
stability, effort, confinement, toil, physical strength, solid power, steadfast, sturdy, the rock, anchor, roots, tradition, 

convention, duty, loyalty, dependability, discipline, control, commitment, construction, confinement, confined, 

prudent, clerical, industrious, down to earth, frugal, practical, organizing and organization, house, beams, 

foundations, constancy, regimentation, classification, organization, organized, systemize, non-adventurous, 
predictable, obstinate, boring, routine, patterns, status quo, plodding along, unchanging, , the order of things, 

events, situations, circumstances and relationships; TIME FRAME: a time of work, effort, restriction (especially in 

conjunction with 5 energy), limitation, grinding it out, being consistent, not changing, conforming, nuts & bolts; a 
time when the focus is on the structures of life - financial, moral, ethical, routines, regimes, order, discipline; it is a 

time of learning about boundaries and borders, rules and regulations, service and work, faithfulness and devotion, 

sacrifice and surrender. 
  

FIVE - 5 
(Fire) (Symbols: Wings - Wheels - Needles - Broken Chains) 

14 23 32 41 50 59 68 77 86 95 

 
Freedom, fire, change, movement, detachment, detaching, shifting, non-restriction, nonrestrictive, shifts, slavery 

mercurial, spontaneous, excitement, experience, experiential, variety, talent, versatility, people, senses, sexuality, 

sensations, stimulation, motion, energy, mercurial, multi-faceted, many sided, assortment, exuberant, enthusiastic, 
exciting, spontaneous, foot-loose, flamboyant, dashing, energetic, exploring, exposure, exhibitionist, adventurous, 

travel, unpredictable, unconventional, uncertain, the crowd, diverse, diversity, letting go, unrestrained, wild, free-

spirited, rebellious, liberation, liberating, stimulating, stimulants, non-complacent, temperance, restraint, 
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indulgence, animated, exuberant, flamboyant, volatile. TIME FRAME: a time of freedom, change, shifting, 

movement, uncertainty, detachment, letting go, exploring, investigating, experimenting, sexuality, sensual 

gratification; temperance and fidelity challenged; not a time to cling, but a time to let go and move on; also a time 
testing our true understanding of freedom which is not action devoid of consequence but action taken in 

consideration of consequence. Nothing is free in this universe. Everything has a cost. Action taken in pursuit of 

sensual pleasures, sense gratification, and wild sorties into the realms of indulgence create slavery and bondage and 

all the suffering, woes, and wailings associated with such incarceration. Contrarily, if the action of freedom is taken 
in consideration of consequence by following the inner voice of conscience, temperance, and restraint, the end 

result will be true freedom and liberation from sensual enslavement. The key note during a Five period is to be 

wise; look ahead to the results of your actions; exercise moderation and fidelity and do not step into the regions of  
material indulgence, for the sensuous footing is slippery, deceitful and absolutely enslaving. Nothing good comes 

from exploring the dark side of life and its pleasures where the soul risks falling into the dark abyss of  eternal tears 

and sorrow. 
 

SIX - 6 
(Water) (Symbol: Heart) 

15 24 33 42 51 60 69 78 87 96 

 
Love, hate, home, water, hearth, matters of the heart, romance, domesticity, adjustability, responsibility, 

accountability, personal love, art, artistic, beauty, community, harmonious, caring, warm, nurturing, understanding, 

soft, comfortable, dependable, conscientious, kind, responsive, music, sex, singing, harmonizing, hatred, cruelty, 
family discord, family issues and concerns, addiction, jealousy, envy, resentment, vengeance. TIME FRAME: a 

time of matters of the heart, love issues, domestic (individual, personal, community, national, global) energies, 

concerns, responsibilities, possible addictions, romance, lust, sexuality. Here the individual will be given tests of 

lust vs. love, often painfully learning that lust is not love, that lust leads to disease, dis-ease, heartache, heartbreak, 
addictive enslavement, broken homes, broken lives, broken dreams. It is also a time where the individual may have 

to learn not to sacrifice his own soul for others.  Every soul has a right to its own self before others. 

 

SEVEN - 7 
(Air) (Symbols - Hurricane; Thinker, Cross) 

16 25 34 43 52 61 70 79 88 97 

 
Spirit, spiritual, mystical, air, bliss, chaos, thought, the thinker, introspection, study, testing, reflecting, evaluating, 

reviewing, learning, processing, separate, separation, seclusion, intuition, analysis, religion, rest, quiet, calm, peace, 

tranquillity, inwardness, isolation, the 'within', perfection, poise, wisdom, curious, distant, deep, cool, cold, 
removed, withdrawn, shy, reclusive, refined, non-social, purification, alone, stressed, distressed, troubled, turmoil, 

unworldly, considerate, inconsiderate, thoughtful, thoughtless, private, secret, stealthy, investigative, trouble, 

problems, worry, concern, scandal, scandalous, TIME FRAME: a time for the building of inner strength and 

developing the inner self and all things spiritual; a time of being alone; a time of testing; a time of reflecting, 
analyzing, studying, teaching, pondering, going within and searching, asking questions and seeking answers, 

becoming mature through the fires of the heart and emotions, being brought to our knees in humble supplication of 

the power of God, Source, Spirit, the Lord; the time of the hurricane; choices of fidelity or adultery; peace or chaos; 
a time of purification by fire; a time to float across to the other side on a river of your own tears; the time to find 

and cling to God. 
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EIGHT - 8 
(Earth) (Symbol-Lemniscate) 

17 26 35 44 53 62 71 80 89 98 

 
Interaction, earth, connection, disconnection, association, associating, mixing, karmic conduit, circuits, circulate, 

systems,  worldly success-power-wealth, materialism, material comfort, management, marketing, promotion, 

commerce, business, flow, efficiency of motion-movement-management, being in the loop, administration, 
administrator, executive, coordination, coordinating, socialization, socializing, external power, leadership, 

organization, orchestration, manipulation, usury, social importance and power, externalization, the 'without'. TIME 

FRAME: a time of connection, disconnection, interaction, management, procrastination (if negatively afflicted), 

marketing, making business contacts, socializing, organizing and administrating, executing as one who is an 
executive; a time of association, administration,  manipulation, orchestration, circulation, coordination; a time of 

bringing things together and making it happen; a time to be careful of using others to our advantage; a time of 

success or failure where all things work together harmoniously (for success) or fall apart to create failure. 
 

NINE - 9 
(Grand Elemental: All Elements) (Symbol-Crown) 

18 27 36 45 54 63 72 81 90 99 

 
Universality, macrocosm, endings, conclusions, completions, climaxes, Chameleon, volunteer, inclusions, 

humanitarian, humanitarianism, impersonal love, broadcast, broadcaster, broadcasting, public exposure, pushy, 

magnanimous, regal, royal, philanthropic, philosophical, all encompassing, understanding, generous, tolerant, broad 
minded, global, worldly, strong, dominant, domineering, controlling, artistic, intense emotion, acting, theatrical, 

charismatic,  travel, the ‘many,’  healer, healing, the universal giver, expansion, the world, represents the universal 

languages of music, art, love. It is life stage for theater, medicine, sport and war; strong, even dominant personality 
and persona, possibly including or bordering on being over-bearing, domineering, imperious. TIME FRAME: a 

time of conclusions, endings, resolutions, terminations, finalizations, volunteering, being public and being in the 

public eye and spotlight; moving within the macrocosm and life stage, moving among the masses, being famous or 

infamous; a time of travel - mentally or physically; a time of higher education and the advancement of thought and 
philosophy; a time to be universal and far-reaching; a time to be the great communicator, the powerful ruler, the 

icon of a culture; a time to serve humanity and expand one's thought beyond the finite boundaries of the self; a time 

to act, expand and be known. 
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BASIC LETTER VALUE CHART 

 
 The Basic Value of each letter is also the Single Value as represented by one of the nine basic (single) 
numbers.  See the following chart. 

 

Basic Letter Value Chart 

 

Letters A B C D E F G H I 

 J K L M N O P Q R 

 S T U V W X Y Z  

Basic Value 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

 
 

NAME ANALYSIS-BASIC 

 
Now let’s apply these keywords to a few names using the Basic Letter/Value Chart.  For our first example, let’s use 

the name “David.”  Using the Letter Value Chart above, we place the simple numerical value of each letter directly 

under each letter. Then we simply add the simple numbers from left to right and reduce to a single digit. 

 
 

D A V I D      

4 1 4 9 4 = 22 2+2 = 4 
 

4 +1 +4 +9 +4    = 22   2+2 = 4 

 

Therefore, the word “David”  is represented by the single number 4 (four). Now go to the Keyword Chart and look 
at the keywords for the number 4.  Every “David” will share these same characteristics. However, please remember 

that because of the complexity of our composite vibrations and energies, each of us is as different from everyone 

else as snowflakes are to one another.  No two snowflakes are the same.  So it is with people: no two are the same. 
This analysis of ‘David’ is just a simple beginning. 

 

Some of you who are more advanced will recognize that the single numbers of ‘David’ add up first to a ‘22’ before 
being reduced to a ‘4’, which in numerology is one of 9 Master Numbers  

 

(double digit numbers: 11-22-33-44-55-66-77-88-99).  In future editions we will discuss Master Numbers. Right 

now, let’s focus only on the single numbers so we don’t confuse the issue. 
 

Let’s try another name: Elizabeth. 

 

E L I Z A B E T H      

5 3 9 8 1 2 5 2 8      

5 +3 +9 +8 +1 +2 +5 +2 +8 = 43 4+3 = 7 

 

When we add these numbers together, the result is 43.  4 + 3 = 7.  Therefore, “Elizabeth” is a 7 vibration.  Now go 
to the Keywords chart and study the meanings of the number 7 (seven).  All women named “Elizabeth” will share 

these common attributes to one degree or another. 
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Use the same formula for your own name and others. This is your first step in applying numerology to your life.  

Next time we’ll do more of this process to reinforce it. Enjoy. 
 

 

SPECIFIC LETTER VALUE CHART 
 
The Specific Value of each letter is simply its actual number in the alphabet. See the following chart. 

 

Specific Letter Value Chart 
 

A/1 B/2 C/3 D/4 E/5 F/6 G/7 H/8 I/9 

J/10 K/11 L/12 M/13 N/14 O/15 P/16 Q/17 R/18 

S/19 T/20 U/21 V/22 W/23 X/24 Y/25 Z/26  

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

 

 

 
 

 

BASIC MATRIX COMPONENTS 
 

There are seven components of the Basic Matrix which is the general personality profile of any entity. 
 

1 Expression 5 Material Soul 

2 Lifepath 6 Nature 
3 Performance/Experience or PE 7 Material Nature 

4 Soul   
 

1. EXPRESSION (The Actor) 
 

The Expression is the term used to describe the name of the person, place or thing in question.  It is us the "Actor" 

on the great life stage and represents the full spectrum of our desires, personality, assets,  liabilities, and potentials. 
The Expression is the full and exact name given at the time of birth. This is called the Natal Name. The name on the 

birth certificate or DBA filing (if a business is involve) or  other specific documents (in the case of an animal for 

instance) is the official name and the one used for numerological purposes even if the name changes a few weeks 
after birth. The birth name sets the destiny. 
 

There are four levels of Expression: 1. Simple  2. General  3.  Specific  4. Transition. (Note: For an in-depth 

analysis, it is important to consider all four levels of the Expression.) 

 

 

1 Simple Expression The name reduced to a single digit 

2 General Expression The Sum of the single (general) letter values 

3 Specific Expression The Sum of the Specific letter values 

4 Transition Expression A Binary Root generated during the reduction phrase 
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NAME ANALYSIS 

 
Example #1:  DAVID (The Expression of  DAVID  is a 4 with roots of 22 [General] & 40 [Specific]). 
 

1.  Simple Expression: 4 

 

D A V I D      

4 1 4 9 4 = 22 2+2 = 4 
 

2. General Expression: 22 

 

D A V I D   

4 1 4 9 4 = 22 
 

3. Specific Expression: 40 

 

D A V I D   

4 1 22 9 4 = 40 
 

4.  Transition Expression:  None 

 
 
Example #2:  SUSAN 

1.  Simple Expression: 2 
 

S U S A N      

1 3 1 1 5 = 11 1+1 = 2 

 

2. General Expression: 11 
 

S U S A N   

1 3 1 1 5 = 11 

 

3. Specific Expression:  74 
 

S U S A N   

19 21 19 1 14 = 74 

 

4.  Transition Expression: 11 
 

S U S A N        

19 21 19 1 14 = 74 7+4 =11 1+1 = 2 

 

 
The Expression of  SUSAN  is a 2 with roots of 11 (General & Transition) & 74 (Specific). 
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Example #3 (Simple format only):  ELVIS AARON PRESLEY 

 

E L V I S A A R O N P R E S L E Y     

5 3 4 9 1 1 1 9 6 5 7 9 5 1 3 5 7 = 81 > 9 

 

Elvis Aaron Presley's Simple (Crown) Expression is a  9 (Nine) 

 

PRACTICE 
 

 A.  Using the above data, determine the Expression for yourself. Use your Natal Name (your full, exact birth 
name).  Determine the Simple Expression and the General, Specific and Transition roots. 

 

 B.  Next, do the names of people close to you: significant other, spouse, children, friend. 
 

 

 

2. LIFEPATH: Definition and Analogies 

 

The Lifepath is, literally, the path or road we travel in life, commensurate with all of its lessons, experiences, 
adventures - both positive and negative. The Lifepath is generated from the birthdate. When computing the 

Lifepath, always list the DAY first, MONTH second and the YEAR of  BIRTH last. It is ABSOLUTELY 

CRITICAL for forecasting accuracy to place the birth data in this format (the European method), rather than the 

Month, Day, and Year of Birth arrangement (Western method). Extensive research and experience of over twenty-
five years have proven beyond any shadow of a doubt that the European method is correct. 

 

Additionally, it's always a good idea to have clients spell out the month of birth so there is no confusion. For 
example: is 12 /5 /2005 the 12th of May or the 5th of December? See the dilemma? Forecasts can never be accurate 

unless the specific birth data is correct. 

 
Other than being regarded as the path we travel in life, the Lifepath may also be regarded as the "Energy World" 

to which God sends us during life. Everything we experience in life will be directly related to the energy field of the 

world we're on. For example, if we have a 5 Lifepath, our entire life will be one of movement, shifting, experiences, 

exploration, losses, detachments, freedom. If we have a 4 Lifepath, our entire life will be one of stability, work, 
service, roots, structures, order, routines, codes. Simply apply the basic Keywords to the number of the Lifepath to 

determine the lessons and dynamics to be experienced during the life. 

 
The Lifepath may also be likened to the Script of our Lives. Every actor (Expression) requires a script to follow. 

The Lifepath is that script replete with three major acts, multiple settings, a cast of varied characters, heroes, 

villains, friends, adversaries, trials, tribulations and assorted events. Scripts may be comedies, tragedies, heroic 
tales, excursions into everything from self-obsession to selfless humanitarianism.  

 

Another example of the Lifepath is that of an Amusement Ride where we are strapped into a seat and taken on a 

pre-established journey viz. a viz. a chain link pulley system. This Ride begins at birth and ends with death. Some 
rides are more tame than others; some are scary; some are fun; some boring; some exhilarating; some filled with 
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thrills, others with spills; some are happy, others tragic; some are filled with pleasure and ease while others are 

saturated with pain, disease and dis-ease. Yet, all are fixed and unchangeable.  

 

Lifepath Calculation: Simple Format 
(To avoid confusion at this beginning level, we will use only the Simple format of the Lifepath as well as those of 

the other Basic Matrix Components. For greater detail, refer to The King's Book of Numerology, Volume I, 

Foundations & Fundamentals). 

 

To compute the Lifepath simply list the Day, Month and Year of birth in numerical form; add each number left to 
right and reduce to a single digit. 

 

 

Example: Elvis Aaron Presley - birthdate: 8 January 1935 
 

Basic Calculation  

 

Day  Month  Year     

8  January  1935     

8  + 1 + 1935 = 27 > 9 

 

Therefore, Elvis's Lifepath is a 9 (Nine). To determine the road Elvis followed, simply refer to the Keywords list 
under the number Nine. 

 

 
What is Your Lifepath? 

 

Compute your Lifepath or that of someone you know? Refer to the Keywords list for attributes. 
 

3. PERFORMANCE/EXPERIENCE or PE: (The Role of Life) 

 
When the actor (Expression) follows a script (Lifepath), he gives a certain performance which becomes 

the role of his life. This is the PE or Performance/Experience. It represents the reality the actor will come 

to know during his life. It is the outcome of the individual's experience as he traverses the path of his life. 

 

 

The PE is simply the addition of the Expression and the Lifepath. 

 
Expression + Lifepath = PE 

Actor + Script = Performance 

 

 

Example: Elvis Aaron Presley - 9 Expression - 9 Lifepath 
 

Elvis Aaron Presley + Lifepath =   Performance or PE 

9 + 9 = 18 > 9 
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Therefore, the Outer Shell or Umbrella of Elvis Aaron Presley's Basic Matrix is: 

 

Expression 9 

Lifepath 9 

PE-(Performance) 9 

 

What does this tell us about Elvis Presley? Simply, he was a man for all people, possessing power and charisma and 

a sense of universality, philanthropy, theater and music. The path of his life, as well as the performance he was to 
give, both reflected who he was. This triple 9 influence was one of the major factors leading to his worldwide 

(universal) fame. 

 
What are the components of your Basic Matrix Outer Shell or Umbrella? 

 

4. SOUL (aka: Natural; Simple) 
 

The Soul in numerology is not a reference to our spiritual soul. It is the label representing our innermost needs, 

wants, desires. The Soul is the primary furnace of our lives representing our most primal needs and wants. The Soul 
is the core of who we are and is the most hidden of all the energies in the Basic Matrix. If you want to know what 

motivates an individual, what that person really wants, needs, even craves from his or her life, look to the Soul. It 

contains the secrets to what drives the individual and makes him tick. 

 
To find the Simple Soul number we simply add the vowels within the birth name. The vowels and their numerical 

equivalents are: A-E-I-O-U-Y.  

 

A E I O U Y 

1 5 9 6 3 7 

 

Always use "Y" as a vowel. Never use "W" as a vowel. (King note: I have a "W" in my middle name of "Andrew" 
and I've made the mistake of using "W" as a vowel . . . to my chagrin! "W" is not a vowel!) 

 

Example: Elvis Aaron Presley: Soul energy. 

 

E L V I S A A R O N P R E S L E Y 

5 3 4 9 1 1 1 9 6 5 7 9 5 1 3 5 7 

 

E I A A O E E Y     

5 9 1 1 6 5 5 7 = 39 > 3 

 

Elvis Presley's Soul is a 3 (Three). This tells us he had a deep desire to communicate, especially with words. He 

was motivated by a sense of giving and receiving pleasure. Beauty and loveliness were important to him. It was 

also important for him to create joy and happiness and seek an ease of life and living. To express himself artistically 
and to be fulfilled in life were major motivators for him. The number THREE also rules the Trinity, and we know 

Presley was religious and never forgot his roots in gospel music. 
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5. MATERIAL SOUL 

 

The Material Soul is a second Soul energy. We can think of it as the force which drives us in the material world 

(activated when we get a birth date in the material world), whereas the Simple Soul is our primary fire of desire. In 

other words, it represents our primal needs and is active whether we're in an actual body or not. Both the Soul and 

Material Soul energies are basic to our chart. 
 

The Material Soul is a product of the Simple Soul and the Simple Lifepath. 

 
Soul + Lifepath = Material Soul 

 

 
Elvis Presley's Material Soul 

 
Soul + Lifepath =   Material Soul 

3 + 9 = 12 > 3 

 

This 3 Material Soul matches Presley's 3 Natural Soul. When a person has a 9 Lifepath, the Soul and Material Soul 
will always be identical (except for their root structure). This is because 9 is the Grand Elemental (any number 

added to 9 always equals that number in reduction). 

 

6. NATURE 
 

The Nature is derived from the consonants of the natal name. It describes our personality and the manner in which 
we go about doing things in our lives. The Nature is our basic nature as a person. 

 

 

E L V I S A A R O N P R E S L E Y 

5 3 4 9 1 1 1 9 6 5 7 9 5 1 3 5 7 

 

 

L V S R N P R S L     

3 4 1 9 5 7 9 1 3 = 42 > 6 

 

 

Elvis Presley's Natural Nature is a 6 (six), the vibration of love, home, heart, harmony, beauty, adjustment, 
addictions (15 root), sexuality, lust, romance, community. Many great singers have Six in their charts because, as 

Six is a higher octave of 3, they want to give beauty and harmony (6) to their words (3). 
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7. MATERIAL NATURE 
 

Like the Material Soul the Material Nature adds a second layer  to our personality and our way of doing things, in 
essence, it is an addition to our basic nature. 

 

 

Nature + Lifepath = Material Nature 

 

 

Elvis Presley's Material Nature 
 

Nature + Lifepath =   Material Nature 

6 + 9 = 15 > 6 

 
 

This 6 Material Nature strengthens Presley's Natural Nature, doubling its force. 

 
 

 

 

SIMPLE BASIC MATRIX  
 

The Basic Matrix is the fundamental blueprint of our lives, generating a simple personality profile. For a more 

comprehensive profile, the root structures of each of the Basic Matrix components would come into play (see The 

King's Book of Numerology, Volume I, Foundations & Fundamentals). 

 

SIMPLE BASIC MATRIX of Elvis Aaron Presley 

 
 

Roots ���� Lifepath Expression PE Soul M/S Nature M/N 

Simple Crowns 9 9 9 3 3 6 6 

 
Basic Matrix Terms 

 

Expression You the actor/actress full potentials, assets and liabilities. 

Lifepath Your life script, path in life, lessons to learn, energy world 

Performance/Experience - PE The role you will play on life's stage; your performance 

Soul Your desires, needs, wants, motivations 

Material Soul - MS The field in which the Soul plays itself out 

Nature  Your personality and manner of doing things 

Material Nature - MN The field in which the Nature plays itself out 

Voids Missing energies in the natal name 
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Basic Matrix Dome 
 

The Basic Matrix data can be placed in a schematic. Below is the Basic Matrix Dome showing the outer umbrella 
consisting of the Expression, Lifepath and PE (Performance/Experience). The inner core is comprised of the Soul, 

Material Soul, Nature and Material Nature. 

 
 

 

Elvis Presley's Basic Matrix Dome would look like this: 

 

 

 

Here's a larger (and different) Basic Matrix diagram to copy for your use. 
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+ =

P/ELifepath Expression

Material Soul

Natural Soul
Natural Nature

Material Nature

 
 

 

VOIDS 
 

Voids are numerical energies missing in our natal name. They represent missing characteristics corresponding to 
the numbers with which they're identified. Hence, they often create challenges in our lives and we usually solve the 

problem of the void(s) by either attempting to fill the missing energy with someone else who has the energy in 

his/her chart or  we ignore the energy and its attributes altogether. 

 
A simple void is simply a missing cipher in the birth name. For example, a person with a 4 void would have no Ds, 

Ms, of Vs in their name. A person with a 7 void would have no Gs, Ps, or Ys. The same is true for all other voids. 

 
A voided challenge is a void that appears in a Challenge position in the Life Matrix (see Life Matrix Workshop on 

forecasting). 

 

A grand voided challenge is a voided challenge which is also absent in the Basic Matrix. Grand Voided Challenge 
presents potentials for noted difficulties in the life (see Life Matrix Workshop). 

 

Voids, whose number appears in the Basic Matrix, tend to have their negative effect minimized. 
 

 

Examples 
 
Elvis Presley had no Bs, Ks or Ts in his name. Therefore, he was missing a 2 (two). He also had no Hs, Qs or Zs 

which means he was also void an 8 (eight). 

 
The 2 (two) void means Presley would have challenges with close personal relationships, women, partnerships, 

being the helper and supporter. 
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The 8 (eight) void signifies challenges in the management of personal affairs and the moment-to-moment operation 

of his life. 

Following is a Void Chart for easy reference. What are your voids, if any? 
 

VOID CHART 
 

Void  General Description - Issues Involving: 

 

1 the self and its worth, independence, the yang--male influence, male principles, 
male figures, fathers, brothers, bosses, leaders, managers, action, leadership, 

creativity, ego, self-esteem, taking charge, standing up for one's self, being 

alone, drive, ambition. 

  

2 others, relationships, the Yin--female influence, female principles, female 

figures, mothers, sisters, following and being the follower, supporting and 

being the supporter, balance, receptivity, sensitivity, tolerance, caring, helping, 

sharing, diplomacy, deceit, duplicity. 

  

3 self-expression, health, beauty, personal integration, marriage and close 

personal relationships, speech, friends, words, happiness, joy, ease, disease, 

dis-ease, communication, harshness of expression, criticism. 

  

4 all things of structure and order, work, effort, control, roots, discipline, 

regimentation, details, clerical, understanding, security, 

service, rules, regulations, duty, devotion, fidelity, trust. 

  

5 freedom, change, people in general, movement, experience, talents, variety, the 

senses, sex, crowds, activity, excitement, exploration. 

  

6 matters of the home, heart and hearth; domesticity, family, love, sex, romance, 
compassion, balance, beauty, harmony, community, personal responsibility 

and accountability, honoring. 

  

7 inner peace, spirituality, mysticism, religion, inquisition, insight, 

being alone, alienation, isolation, separation, deep thought, reflection, poise, 
perfection, depth of being, thoughtfulness, calm, chaos, confusion, nobility, 

ignobility. 

  

8 interaction, connection, disconnection, flow, business, commerce, 
management, executive leadership, wealth, success, material power, riches, 

administration, manipulation, marketing. 

  

9 universality, compassion, strength, power, rulership, service, understanding of 
the 'all', the 'many', the macrocosm, impersonal love, comprehensive feeling, 

arrogance, dominance. 
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~~  EEnnddoorrsseemmeennttss  ~~  

  
HHuunntteerr  SSttoowweerrss    

Numerologist/Intuitive 

Richard Andrew King breaks new ground! It's almost as if the very Spirit of 

Numerology is using King as an instrument to evolve this ancient science to a new 

level. After learning from King's teaching, it is impossible to conceive of going back 
to that 'twilight naive and foggy' state of being where one can only guess or hint at 

the truths, motivations and directions of one's life that are Pre-King.    

  

GGeeoorrggee  SShhaavveerr      

Metaphysician/Psychic 

I will say without hesitation that The King's Numerology is true and real. Richard 

Andrew King's knowledge of numbers changes intangible spirituality and divination 

into solid, practical, objective reality. In a word, Richard Andrew King brings 

science to the art and practice of divination and spirituality. He brings proof to the 
otherwise unprovable; solid evidence to the not-so-solid-universe of the divine. The 

Kings Book of Numerology Series contains new information that informs and 

predicts more completely and accurately than any previously published 
numerological work. I personally feel Richard Andrew King is bringing back the 

empowered sciences of long ago, information long since lost upon this plane. I 

would recommend The Kings Book of Numerology Series to everyone practicing or 
wanting to practice divination. All who read King's works will benefit and be 

blessed. Richard Andrew King is the best!  

  

FFrraannkk  MMoonnaahhaann    
Educator/Numerologist 

I highly recommend any of Richard King’s books on numerology.  Anyone 
interested in the subject of numerology, from the beginning student to the advanced 

adept, will find a treasure of information in any of his books.  I believe Richard's 

pioneering work and many of the concepts he has developed will be recognized 
some day as stunning innovations to this incredibly interesting subject. I have a 

feeling that this great opus that King's produced will become one of the classics in 

the spiritual science of Divine Numbers 

  

MMiicchhaaeell  WW..  

Numerologist 

I have read your book, The Kings Book of Numerology. It is the best numerology 

book I've ever read.  

  

DDrr..  MM..PP..  WWyylliiee 

Founder, Transpersonal 

Research Foundation 

Richard King's in-depth knowledge and research in numerology can open new doors 

to the inner soul and give insight to potential relationship building skills! 

   

KK..  AAxxnniicckk  

Holistic Consultant 

The Kings Book of Numerology is one of the stellar books in its field, offering 

application in a very practical way.  

  

AAnnnn  TTrruummpp  &&    

KKaarreenn  PPrriioolleettttii  

The Saint Deck  

Richard Andrew King is our #1 numerology reference! 
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RRiicchhaarrdd  AAnnddrreeww  KKiinngg  --  BBooookkss  
www.richardking.net 

 

 

 The King's Book of Numerology: Foundations & Fundamentals 

provides complete descriptions of Basic Numbers, Double Numbers, Purifier 
Numbers, Master Numbers, the Letters in Simple and Specific form as well as the 

Basic Matrix, the numerological blueprint of our lives. 

 
"The King's Book of Numerology contains new information that informs and predicts 

more completely and accurately than any previously published numerological work. 

It brings back the empowered sciences of long ago, information long since lost upon 

this plane."  ~ G. Shaver 
 

"The best numerology book I've ever read." M.W. 

 

 

 

The King's Book of Numerology II: Forecasting - Part 1 begins the journey of 
understanding the Life Matrix and the Divine Order of destiny. Featured are Life 

Cycle Patterns, the Pinnacle/Challenge Timeline, Epoch Timeline and Voids. After 

studying this book and putting its theories to practice, you will know beyond a 
shadow of a doubt that life is truly destined, opening the door for personal revolution 

and an elevation of consciousness into ancient mysteries of God's incredible 

handiwork. [This is a must read for students of The King's Numerology]. 

 
 

 

In a time where there is more need for enlightenment than ever before, Messages 

from the Masters: Timeless Truths for Spiritual Seekers offers sustenance for genuine 

seekers thirsty for spiritual nectar. Messages from the Masters: Timeless Truths for 

Spiritual Seekers is a rich source of hundreds of quotes from a cavalcade of nine 

Perfect Saints throughout the last six hundred years. The messages focus on the 

importance of the Divine Diet, the priceless Human Form, Reincarnation, the World, 
the Negative Power and Soul Food. 

 

 

 

The Age of the Female: A Thousand Years of Yin highlights the profound and 
extraordinary ascent of the female in the modern world, offering compelling and 

irrefutable evidence that, indeed, the age of the female has arrived and the next 

thousand years belong, not to him, but to her. Rich in scientific research and historic 
fact, it is a stimulating and provocative read for everyone on this earth committed to 

living a whole, harmonious, aware and successful life during the next thousand years. 

[This is a must read for students of The King's Numerology]. 
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The Age of the Female II: Heroines of the Shift continues the remarkable journey of the 

female's ascent in the modern world of the 2nd Millennium. This installment is a 
general read in five chapters honoring the accomplishments of women in categories of 

female firsts, female Nobel laureates, female athletes, female icons and female 

quotations. This is an exciting read for everyone, especially females of all ages who are 

inspired by the accomplishments of women. It is educational, entertaining and 
important in this new age of Yin energy. 

 

 

The tragic death of Princess Diana of Wales - the most famous, the most photographed, 
the most written about woman of the modern world and possibly of all time - was one of 

the most shocking and saddening events of the late Twentieth Century. Blueprint of a 

Princess: Diana Frances Spencer-Queen of Hearts  is dedicated to explaining her life and 
destiny from a numerological point of view and, upon her tragic death, answering that one 

question so poignantly written on a card of condolence left with the multitude of flowers 

before the gates of Buckingham Palace. . . "Why?" [This is a must read for students of 

The King's Numerology]. 

 

 

 

 

All of the selections in 99 Poems of the Spirit are original works by Richard Andrew 
King, drawing from the writings of Perfect Saints, Masters, Mystics and Sacred Scriptures 

throughout the ages, encompassing a wide range of spiritual topics, issues and principles 

in poetic form. The selections within 99 Poems of the Spirit are designed to lift the mind, 
heart and consciousness, allowing the individual to connect with the mystic side of life in 

order to enhance the process of self-realization while advancing on the spiritual path and 

climbing the ladder of life leading to the ultimate attainment of God Realization.  

 
 

 

We all need and desire love. It is, arguably, the most powerful elixir in life. How often 

has love eluded us? How often has our love gone unrequited, unreturned? What are the 
secrets to finding love and making sure it's real, true and lasting? What is the real basis of 

attraction between people? The 5 Minute Lover reveals the mystery of love and attraction 

through the most ancient of all sciences, numerology. These secrets are revealed using 
each person's individual numbers, those based solely on the person's full birth name and 

birth date. Applying revolutionary new theories of The King's Numerology system, love 

and attraction between people can be determined using very easy to learn concepts. Find 

the secret to your love life now through The 5 Minute Lover! 
 

 

 

 
 


